
Entirely negating matters visible,but research who has been ruling this
world deep behind your eye(Faust). 2014/12/5

Now world has been ruling entirely by outrageous massive deceptions(the 9/11 own

playing terror,false flag wars in Middle East,Ukraine,racial disputes,..).You never forget most

important matters deep behind your eye by operating to face many risks before your eyes

Cop 20: UN climate change conference | Lima

Lima climate talks: EU and US at odds over legally binding emissions targets

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/dec/02/lima-climate-talks-eu-and-us-

at-odds-over-legally-binding-emissions-targets

EU says mandatory carbon emissions cuts should be set for all countries, whereas US

wants individual countries to be free to adjust the scale and pace of reductions

It has been as usual that they have been debating entirely in order to show agreement
impossibility by insidious,but most dangerous opportunism,but not genuine solution toward

real global relief.The real relief dose need

http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf

⑴emergent CO2 cut by more than 80% → new energy is possible !!!!!

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

⑵Arctic cooling geo-engineering to intercept Methane Eruption Catastrophe.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

⑶Life assurance strategy in pseudo-war time regime.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Certainly the problem is outrageous ,however coming hell is far more outrageous.
People could do their best ,if once they could have known the realties.
This could be nothing,but global revolution to turn the regime toward new one !!!.

Then our imminent difficulties at now may be summarized as follows.

⑷In order to secure today and tomorrow life,we must conserver the regime causing fatal

climate crisis by massive carbon energy consumption.Nothing change in this view.This is

the supreme policy of the big oil merchant Rockefeller who has been ruling this world

behind your eyes. Their idea could be summarized as “A revolution is more terrible than

defeating war”.This is nothing,but the upside down world.
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
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⑸By anyhow,global people must emergently recognize coming climate hell reality !!!.
...........Scenario coming Hell Reality without the countermeasure(current trend).
http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf

*above original page could not seen at now.The original author tried to anticipate way of life
in coming climate hell world by each 1℃ rise step.However 3,4℃ rise world life would be

impossible.Maybe by such reason,he vanished the site page.Above is Japanese translated

one,in which,realities of coming hell world are well described.

Then people could accept even bitter life(global pseud war time regime against climate
change), if a rational equality could be assured<more than 80% CO2 cut >.

...........Scenario climate war time life.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

*This is authors trial version and not complete,but insufficient.This is the most important

scenario which would be most necessary in the implementation.So related experts should

research and develop the scenario.Fail or success would be entirely depend on it !!!.

⑹Both above very important scenarios had to be written by the IPCC,but they failed.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

⑺Note now an irrational equality of massive sychronous ensemble paralyzing
(ignorant)has been ruling on abnormal nothing risk sensitivity on coming climate hell.

http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

So your task is confirm the facts andmake plan for global co-operation to act.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Now this is incomplete due to authors inability,which could be improved by you of all. !!!
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PS:The substantial climate prediction had been already concluded,but not disclosed to the

world. Now is time for research and design on Geo-engineerings and the Global Climate
War Time Regime.

Once people accepted the outrageous,but decisive facts,
they could do best !!!.
Trust and Bet it !!!.


